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Airlines: critical to
Australia’s connectivity
and economic prosperity
Aviation is very different from other sectors in the economy, and it has been uniquely and severely
impacted by both international and domestic border closures and restrictions during the COVID-19
pandemic. Despite this, with Government support, airlines were able to maintain a minimum air network
across Australia – in both capital cities and regions – for routes that would otherwise not be commercially
viable, but are needed to ensure access to medical, financial, and educational services, as well as travel
for business, leisure, and to visit family and friends.
Australians need a thriving aviation sector. Our connectivity, our regions and so much of our national
economic recovery depends on it.

With Government
support during the COVID-19
pandemic, airlines2:

4 Maintained critical connections
Prior to the pandemic,
airlines directly contributed
more than 50,000 jobs
and $9.5 billion to the
Australian economy1

Airlines in Australia have
lost more than $40 billion
in revenue due to
COVID-193

to our regions for more than
2 million Australians

4 Delivered 2.3 million tonnes
of cargo, including essential
food and medical supplies

4 Repatriated over

30,000 Australians

It could take up to
5 years for passenger
volumes to return to
pre-pandemic levels4
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Securing a strong and
sustainable future for aviation
Ensuring the aviation sector can thrive again
History has shown that airlines do not just bounce back from global economic events, and the scale of
losses from the COVID-19 pandemic – which is not over – dwarfs everything that has come before.
There has never been a more important time to secure a strong, competitive, and sustainable future
for aviation – through effective, forward-looking policies and fit-for-purpose regulatory settings.
The priorities to achieve this are set out below, and detailed on the following pages.

PRIORITY 1
A comprehensive policy and investment framework
for sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) to:

4 facilitate and incentivise local production, uptake,
and deployment of Australian-made SAF;

4 enable Australia to meet its emissions reduction
targets; and

4 ensure a reliable and secure domestic fuel supply.

PRIORITY 2
Policy settings which support a whole of sector
recovery, through:

4 timely advice from industry on the ongoing impacts
of COVID-19 and progress toward recovery; and

4d
 esigning and targeting policies to preserve

connectivity and support a sustainable sector.

PRIORITY 3
Fit-for-purpose regulations to ensure:

4 fairer negotiations between airports & airlines;
4 efficient resolution of disputes; and
4 better outcomes for consumers.

Airlines for Australia & New Zealand welcomes engagement to address the
three priorities and secure a viable, sustainable future for aviation – delivering
safe and affordable air travel for Australians into the future.
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Roadmap to recovery
There is good reason for optimism as we look ahead, but the recovery journey has already shown
itself to be a bumpy one, with significant setbacks, including from the arrival of new COVID-19 variants.
The starting point for a successful recovery should be to improve the efficiency of the aviation sector
as a whole. This includes ensuring that the right policies and regulations are in place to support
cost-efficient operations and keep aviation costs and charges fair and reasonable into the future.

1. Sustainable Aviation Fuel industry
What does this look like?
•	Government working with industry to establish a national forum (ie. an Australian Jet Council)
to provide leadership on Sustainable Aviation Fuels (SAF); with a coordinated national vision
and strategy.
•	Early investment in technology, feedstock supply, and commercial refineries for SAF and
other biofuels.
•	Supportive policies to bridge the gap between conventional jet fuel and SAF, including tax
credits, exemptions, and subsidies.
•	Stimulating demand through Government participation in SAF purchasing programs, and
introducing a SAF target for the Department of Defence.

Benefit to Australia: Emissions reduction, local investment and jobs
•	An Australian SAF industry is the single most important facilitator of the Australian aviation
sector’s path to net zero emissions.
•	A local SAF industry will also provide a reliable and secure domestic fuel supply for Australia’s
aviation and defence sectors, while supporting Australia’s sovereign manufacturing capability
– unlocking high-paying, highly-skilled, sustainable jobs.
•	Government support in the form outlined above will allow industry to move beyond the trial phase
and greenlight projects that will release hundreds of millions of dollars of investment in Australian
refineries, generate over 7400 jobs, and contribute an additional $2.8B GDP annually by 2030.5
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2. Policy settings that support the aviation sector’s recovery
What does this look like?
•	Ensuring the sector has the right policy and regulatory settings to enable all participants
in the aviation ecosystem to thrive, through the proposed Aviation White Paper.6
•	Efficient and effective processes to obtain quality input to the Aviation White Paper, to provide
Government with timely and ongoing advice on where the sector is still experiencing severe
impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic or barriers to recovery.
•	Building in transparency, accountability and efficiency requirements for future airport
infrastructure investments in areas such as aviation security.

Benefit to Australia: Delivering a big return on investment
•	Airlines facilitate essential freight movements to our regions, providing critical access to healthcare
equipment, education and mail, and ensuring various critical industries can continue to operate.
•	Airlines indirectly support more than 770,000 jobs across the country, contributing over $100
billion to the economy.7
•	Getting the policy settings right ensures that future measures will be specifically targeted to:
– maintaining critical connectivity for Australian communities
– facilitating cost-effective infrastructure investments
– avoiding airports’ recovery at the expense of airlines or their passengers
– a lower emissions future.

3. Fit-for-purpose aviation regulation
What does this look like?
•	Embedding the Aeronautical Pricing Principles – supported by airports, airlines, the Productivity
Commission, the ACCC and the governments – into the Airports Regulations.8
•	The Principles include a clause which states that prices should be “established through
commercial negotiations undertaken in good faith, with open and transparent information
exchange between the airports and their customers and utilising processes for resolving
disputes in a commercial manner (for example, independent commercial mediation/binding
arbitration)” but are unenforceable under the current system.

Benefit to Australia: Big impact for minimal intervention
•	Implementing a fit-for-purpose regulatory regime for Australian airports would support a fairer
recovery and could deliver more than $18B in economic benefits.9
•	Importantly, this provides a genuine alternative to expensive, drawn-out court battles between
airports and airline as the only option to resolve a dispute.10
•	This approach meets Government’s stated objectives, in response to the 2019 PC Inquiry, of
strengthened commercial relationships between airports and airlines, getting the regulatory
balance right, encouraging the necessary infrastructure investment and the best possible
consumer outcomes.
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Sensible reforms that will benefit
consumers and the economy
“Unlike airlines, the large airports face
minimal constraints on their pricing because
they are effectively unregulated regional
monopolies with significant market power.
The Aeronautical Pricing Principles...
do not include recovery of lost profits.”
“We would be very concerned if the major
Australian airports sought to use their monopoly
position to charge airlines excessive prices in
order to recover any lost profits from the
pandemic. This could limit an already vulnerable
sector’s ability to recover, and impact on
both consumers and the economy.”

ACCC, Airline Competition in Australia
(Report 5)

“If the government was to endorse principles
for negotiating and contracting, this would
guide the behaviour of both airports and
airlines and lead to a substantial improvement
in outcomes through more timely and less
expensive negotiating processes.”
Australian Airports Association, Submission
to Productivity Commission Inquiry

“Infrastructure shareholders,
governmental or private, have benefited
from stable returns pre-crisis. They must now
play their part in the recovery. It is unacceptable
behavior to benefit from your customers during
good times and stick it to them in bad times. Doing
so has broad implications. Air transport is critical
to support economic recovery post pandemic.”

“In order that the vast societal and
economic benefits the aviation industry
provides continue to be available and
for the world to meet its stated climate
goals, public and private sector
leaders throughout the aviation value
chain must collaborate.”
World Economic Forum, Clean Skies
for Tomorrow Report

Rod Sims AO, Former ACCC Chair

Willie Walsh, Director-General, International
Air Transport Association (IATA)

“Beyond lowering emissions, growing,
sourcing, and producing SAF from renewable
and waste resources can create new economic
opportunities in farming communities,
improve the environment, and even boost
aircraft performance.”
U.S. Department of Energy,
Bioenergy Technologies Office

Airlines were among the first
impacted by COVID-19 and will
be the last to recover
Historic evidence indicates that not only is the financial impact of global events greater on airlines than
on airports, but that their recovery is much slower, as they typically operate on thin margins – with far
less buffer in terms of profitability. By contrast, the major Australian airports went into the pandemic as
some of the most profitable businesses in the country and the world, enjoying margins more than twice
the international average for airports.11
For example, the previous global downturn associated with the Global Financial Crisis caused Australian
airport profits to decrease by 11%, with a clear V-shaped recovery; while over the same period, the profits
of Australia’s airlines decreased by 59% and recovered much more slowly.12 However, the impact of
COVID-19 is orders of magnitude greater than that of the GFC.
Globally, airports have made clear their expectation that the recovery of their losses should be in the form
of higher charges to airlines.13 In Australia, where there is no form of regulation which effectively constrains
monopoly airports from raising charges, the airports have cautioned against any increases being passed
through to airfares14, leaving airlines to absorb the costs.
In the absence of appropriate policy settings, this picture is likely to worsen.
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